For the two-electron ions of higher nuclear charge, the magnetic-dipole transition probability increases initially as Z" and ultimately as Z with nuclear charge, whereas, as we shall demonstrate, the two-photon decay probability increases initially as Z" and ultimately as Z'. It In' 'Pl)"= In''P )+ 2 e, " ln" 'P, ) 
and (lul xu2!') = S. n Equation (5) has been derived previously. "2" The probability of emission is now zero when v, = v" in contrast to the 2 'S decay for which it reaches a maximum when v, = v, . The angular factor correlating the directions of propagation of the two photons is 1 -cos'8»/3" and the factor corre lating the directions of polarization is I u, &u, t'.
III. CALCULATIONS
The infinite summations over intermediate states in (1) and (5) 
and the quantities (llmll2m2[IMI ) in (7) are vector coupling coefficients. The positive sign is used in (6) for singlet states and the negative sign for triplet states. For fixed o. , P, and N, the secular equation was solved yielding an orthonormal set of N functions for each LS symmetry. For the present calculation, the 'S, 'P, 'P, and 'S sets were required. The scale parameters n and P were chosen so as to minimize the energy of the first root of each symmetry, thereby producing accurate wave functions for the 2'S, 2'P, 
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